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This is a beautifully illustrated book for any little boy who has been asked to be a ring bearer.

Nowadays, there's a growing trend for brides and grooms to ask little pageboys to act as ring

bearers, carefully carrying the two wedding rings down the aisle tied to a decorative cushion. This

cute, accessible little book is designed especially to appeal to little ring bearers and contains all they

need to know about what's involved, as well as a wealth of additional information on taking part in a

wedding. There are places for little ring bearers to write down their memories, draw pictures, and

stick in favourite photos. There's even a fun game to play!
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I purchased this to add to the gift basket for our ring bearer and our wedding last year. He loved it! :)

He was playing with it at his table for quite some time,Very cute gift for a ring bearer. 10/10

I think this book is a great way for kids to preserve their memories. It does take some coaching from

an adult for the kids to fill out all the pages, otherwise you end up with a book full of blank pages.

Also there are some activities in the book for kids to do durring the reception but if your wedding is

anything like mine you will not find time for such things. All in all I am glad I bought this book for our

ring bearer. You cant go wrong for the price.



Perfect gift for the ring bearer. It can be filled with memories of what he did at the wedding. Very

nice! Totally recommend this as a gift. I would also like to thank the  Customer Service, they did a

remarkable job on explaining the shipping process. I have been a customer of  forever and they are

always on top of things. Thank you !

Although this is a cute idea, it had too much detail and writing/picture taking on my part in order to

use this book for my ring bearer. Shipped with extra padding and sealed so was well taken care of

while mailing.

Great little book to give your ring bearer that he can keep and remember this special day and a way

for the bride to write a personal message and keepsake.

I bought this for our ring bearer, but haven't given it to him yet as our wedding isn't until October 6,

2013. I think it's a great momento- almost like a scrapbook- for a young ring bearer.

Love this, excellent resource for my little ring bearer !!!

Makes for a great gift!
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